Today's Campus

Weather

Holland Warns Against Using Anti-Sleep Pills

Library Figures Show MSC Interest in War Books

Campus Calendar

Under the Wire

Ag Success is Keynote Of 25th Farmers' Week

Spartan Quintet Nips Orange 31-29; Gerard Scores Victory Tally

Spartan Who Was Marks Get Show's Sympathy, Regret
What a Man!

Sure, he's a fellow. He brings the hardest puzzle out of me. He probably doesn't do it on purpose, and he isn't in on the joke, but he can make you laugh even when you don't want to. You know how it is with the other fellows. If you don't like their jokes, you can always say, "I don't get it," but with his, you can't. You just have to laugh.

I suppose it's part of his business, being funny, but I wish he'd learn to do it when it's not so important. You know, when you're trying to study.

Also, he doesn't know when to stop. When he's telling a joke, he thinks it's over when it's not. He never realizes that you've had enough.

But overall, he's a great guy. If he could just tone it down a bit, he'd be perfect.

---

I,a little hit Independent

I'm a little bit independent. I don't always go with the flow. Sometimes I have my own ideas. It's not always easy, but it's worth it.

---

Jerrymeandering with Jerry Denar

Jerrymeandering is a term that's been used to describe people who constantly change their minds. It's like they can't make up their minds or don't want to make up their minds. They're always on the fence, never really committed.

Actually, it's not that bad. It can be quite amusing to watch. People always think they're going to do something, but then they decide to do something else. It's like a game of chess, but with real life.

---

Campus Personalities

Campus Personalities is a segment where we highlight some of the most interesting students on campus. This week, we feature Kappa Sigma Theta.

Kappa Sigma Theta is a fraternity that emphasizes brotherhood and scholarship. They have a great track record of academic excellence and community service.

---

You Say This

Student Opinion Column

The following letter, written December 14, 1944, was published in the last issue of the paper. Letters printed in this column are not necessarily those of the editing board of the newspaper.

---

ANNOUNCEMENT

ZIPPER NOTE BOOKS

From $2.00

SIEBERMANN

Held Over!

For more than a year the record has been the same: the State Seal and only $1.50, paper on model. A truly remarkable buy which no student can afford to miss.

SALE ON LEATHER NOTEBOOKS!

A handsome brown leather notebook, size 7x4 1/2, which is embossed with the Michigan State Seal and only $1.50, paper on model. A truly remarkable buy which no student can afford to miss.

---
Council Buys Playground Property
Purchased for $2,500. Plans for $200,000.

Police, Fire Figures Show Varied Work
By Jerry Door

Traffic Fatality Loss $9,000

Woman Hurt in Car Crash
Mrs. Genne to Be PTA Speaker

Debaters Go To Tourneys

Home Ed Adds Fourth House

Short Courses To See Films

Transfer Book Store Title

ENROLLING

AEP Advisor Gets Bronze Medal

Cannings Due This Week

Honorary to Lay Corner Plans

S.W.L. to Name Iota Xi Party Staff

City Gets Overdue Taxes From County

Lansing Woman Is Slated for Talk

Geologist Predicts Jobs for Grads

Chimneys Sparks Case

Women's Club Holds Buffet Luncheon

Lecture And Concert Are Postponed

GM Officer Will Speak on March 26

Bowling

RAINBOW RECREATION
Billiards

For Your Winter Formal

ARN DE CAMP AND HIS ORCHESTRA
MEMBER 11412

FOR YOUR PARTY

DUSTY RHODES
His Piano & His Orchestra

American Federation of Musicians

Short Sets
See Films
In the ancient
Mrs. O. DeBater
In Car Crash
PILLS
VW's to Plan Press Meet
APB Initiates 11 New Men

Our Obligation To You

American Federation of Musicians

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS

The Hunt Food Shop

Food that is.
Easy on the purse.
Pleasing to the palate.
Comfortable to the inner man.
COME AND GET IT AT

Paddy's Donuts
SPARTAN SPORTSFOLIO

By DON ANDERSON

That is a hard question to answer, although the chance would be good.

Student Body Council votes to oppose new athletic schedule.

New Rules Further Cloud Basketball Horizon

By Bob Miller

Schedules Larger

However, the extra games mean for the Michigan athletic department is a very large schedule. The new schedule is a great improvement in athletic competition. The increased number of home games will help

Other Choices

Detroit News and Marquette are other schools which have formal programs in the sport. Although neither of them at the time are

Activity Starts At Dem Hall

Intramural: To Open Tonight

Lost Indefinitely

From page 2

Taste

America's No. 1

Cigarette for more smoking pleasure

America's No. 1 Hand for dancing

Chesterfield is the one cigarette with the right combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos. That's why

Chesterfield is the most popular cigarette

DEFINITELY MILDEN. TASTE BETTER AND SMOKE COOLER

Everyone who tries them likes the cigarette that satisfies... You can't buy a better cigarette.